
Protect your information, Store it in Black

The KAZUAR Solution

The seamless �exible, secure environments in the 
KAZUAR Black solution, encompass user experience, 
mobility and �exibility with the highest level of privacy 
and information security.

KAZUAR Black, developed in close collaboration with 
Intel. KAZUAR was chosen for its vision and innovative 
technology, to participate in Intel Ingenuity 
Partner Program (IPP). 

At a Glance
The proliferation of powerful nation-state, o�ensive cyber capabilities inspired KAZUAR's founders. The
realization of this new threat level which renders existing cyber security approach useless, calls for a
pradigm shift in cyber security.

Only KAZUAR’s authorized and authenticated users are privileged with 
access the Black environment, impervious to external hacks and internal 
leaks. 

KAZUAR’s segregated, self-contained, secure IT work environment which 
a security practice in leading intelligence agencies. Enabling to secure 
and protect the most sensitive secrets.

KAZUAR is proud to present the mindset of a holistic immune system to
replace the outdated model of patching and �xing vulnerabilities.

KAZUAR’s team includes among many other talented leading-edge 
cyber security experts, the former deputy director and CTO of one of 
Israel’s leading intelligence agencies, a former deputy director of the 
8200 Unit (Israeli NSA) and a Turing Award winner and world-renowned 
cryptographer, Prof. Adi Shamir.
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Protect your information, Store it in Black

KAZUAR Making Intelligence Agency Grade Security
Accessible to the Enterprise and SMB

KAZUAR Black is a SecaaS solution, 
comprised of a zero-trust approach 
with a highly secure and very �ne 
design and remarkably secure laptop. 
Along-side is an obfuscated powerfully 
encrypted cloud, the Fortress.  The 
deployment can be anywhere between 
a cloud-based managed service to 
private cloud on-prem. 
KAZUAR Black for which several patents 
are pending, introduces an ingenious 
data import process which ensures no 
malware is brought into the highly 
secure Fortress.  

Business Value to the Enterprise Customer

KAZUAR will provide businesses with the most valuable bene�t - “Peace of mind” and the ability to 
focus solely on their business rather than on outside threats.
KAZUAR business o�ering combines Security as a Service (SecaaS).

As a holistic solution, KAZUAR o�ers the following business advantages: 

Best in class level of security, 
including prevention  of "insider 
attacks"

Familiar user experience 

Option to run an "open" 
environment alongside the 
secure one 

Flexible and scalable within the 
organization
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A one-of-a-kind data secure export 
process, which prevents any export of 
any data out of the waterfall-like Black 
environment, unless a pre-de�ned 
policy-dependent chain of authoriza-
tion and authentication occurs.

KAZUAR runs multiple environments: 
Blue, an open environment, on a tam-
per-proof nation-state strength secure 
end-point. And  Black, which runs in 
real-time, with next to zero latency, in 
the Fortress

An open “BLUE” environment 
allows you free access to the 
open world. You can perform 
any day  and freely surf the 
web day to day activities 

Highly secure “BLACK” 
environment is  protected by 
cryptographic isolation 
connected to the fortress. 
This is your  sensitive organi-
zational environment. 

BLUE MODE BLACK MODE

SECURE  IMPORT SECURE  EXPORT


